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ABSTRACT. Tlio Rnmmu rnys of energy region 34-100 koV. following the beta Heeny 
of liiive boon studied usmg eoiucidonee mul dirodional correlation methodR, taking earo 
of th<‘ liighly diHturbing scattering offec.ts in this regiiin. The correlation function found for 
the 54-80 ko \  cascade supports the spin assignment of 0" for tho ground state. I t  is
furtlior shown that tho dire^d angular correlation moasureraent of tho 34-100 keV (‘aseado 
cannot load to any unambiguous spin assignment of the ground state.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The spin of the Pr»« ground state has been the subject of considerable contro- 
versy in recent years. ()- spin and parity assignment was made to this state in 
the level scheme (Fig, J) of Pr»« deduced by Geiger et al. (1960) from a careful 
measurement of the conversion electron spectrum and the conversion line intensity 
ratios following the beta decay of Cei«. This was later supported by conversion 
electron-gamma and gamma-gamma coincidence studios (Geiger ct. a l ,  1961) 
of the PU« gamma transitions. Several other authors (Raghavan and Steffen, 
1963; Porter and Day, 1959; Hess el a l ,  1963), on tho basis of studies of the beta- 
gamma directional correlation and the beta spectrum shape in the Pr*‘*—Nd^" 
decay, have also confirmed the Q- spin assignment. On tho other hand, the 
results of the beta-gamma circular polarization and directional correlation measure-
T f i  IW ; Cofc ^IMSi lobMtov imd Nmronko, 1961) in the Pr‘" -N d '“  docy do not oom.
eareMy ^ y s e d  by Singra el ol. (1963) who eondude : "No unique «>in a»«™ »t to a., P r»  g™,„d i, pneible „„ f c  b„), ^  ^  J , .
T  ^  -pi"beta L  T  ' 'WertaenW data m  thetaMtion. i„ the Ce.H_Pdu de«.y are p^perly interpeted".
Fr>“  a. ’i h r C l I T  “I s  tk® I «  keV excited atate of
Z , r  *» *k» >“ V exeited dale hai^  l»“ kle &». Oeiger’. de»y scheme (Kg. 1 ) a. well a . t a .  i  Imhu
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gamma directional correlation measurements made by Collin et al. (1963), 
following the Ce^“  beta decay.
Fig. 1. Decay scheme of Ce^^  ^ ^s proposed by Ueiger et al.
Tho two gamma-gamma cascades following the decay, namely,
34-100 k(^ V and 54-80 keV both involve the ground siato as well as the 134 koV 
(‘x< jt(‘(l state of Tho 80 and the 100 keV gamma transitions feed the ground
state of Pr^^(Fig. 1 ) and are expected to be pure niultipolcs, if the ground state 
spin were to be 0“. From the internal conversion studies of Geiger et al. (1960, 
1961), it is clear that the 80 keV transition is >99%  Ml. As regards the 
100 keV transition, the internal conversion measurements (Geiger et ah, 1960; 
Geiger et al., 1961), though consistent with its pure E2 character, do not rule out 
the possibility of an appreciable Ml admixture ( 25%) in this transition.
The original aim of this w^ork was to analyse the multipole mixing of the 
100 keV transition by carrying out the gamma-gamma directional correlation of 
tho 34-100 keV cascade, fur which very scanty data (Bhattachar3’ya and Shastry, 
1963) exist a t present. This would also calrify the ground st^te spin of Pr^^ .^ 
Strongly interfering coincidence counts from this energy region and the extremely 
low intensity of the 100 keV transition, however, made such a measurement 
inconclusive. The results of our coincidence and directional correlation measure­
ments on this cascade as well as those of other authors (Sengupta et al, 1959; 
Bhattacharyya and Shastry, 1963) are discussed here and their inconclusive charac­
ter brought out. Alternatively, we considered it worthwliile to examine the ground 
state spin of Pr^*  ^from the gamma-gamma directional correlation measurement 
of the 64-80 koV cascade, which has so far been investigated only by Zuk et al. 
(1963). Tiiis measurement promises to decide finally the spin and parity assign­
ment to the Pr^^ ground state.
E X P E R I M E N T A L  P R O C E D U R E
The gamma ray scintillation spectrum of is shown in Fig. 2 . A perspex 
disc of suitable thickness was inteiposed in front of the crystal to reduce beta 
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contribution from the decay of All coincidence measurements were carried
out using a fast-slow coincidence assembly with an effective resolving time of
Fig. 2. Gamma ray ho in t illation 8|KM*trum of
;::r: ‘iO us. '.riu' coinc idonot* s])(*cdra arc recorded l»y setting: ()ii(‘ spectrometer first 
on th(' 34 and then on the 80 keV region. Tlu‘ nvsidts of the gamma-gamma 
coiiKiidenee and llie ganmia-garnrna directional torndation mcasim^ments of the 
54-80 k(‘V cascade arc discussed in tJj(‘ following sootioiis.
G A M M A-G A M M A ( ’ () J N CM D E N (' K M E A S E  K E M E N T S
Thi) obscrv(‘(l gamma ray spectrum coincident with the Pr K X-rays 3 5  koV) 
is shown in Fig. 3. The spectrum is similar to that ol)taim‘d by Sengiipta et al. 
(1059). Jt sliows a stiong peak at PX) keV of intensity comparable to that of 
0^ -8 0 . Tlu' saint' sju'ctrum recordt^d by GcigtM* H a l  (1961), with proi)crly shielded 
crystals, sliows, liowevor, an almost complete absence of a peak a t 1 0 0  keV.
T-UL3t nf.KiMT
Kig. 3. Uimima ray spoetrum in coin.idoiue with the P r K  X-mys.
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The computed relative photopeak intensities in this coincidence spectrum based 
on their decay scheme (Fig. 1), assuming that the gate includes the Pr K X-rays, 
7-34 and y-41, are in reasonable agreement with their observed coincidence 
scpectrum. The computed relative photopcak intensity expected at 100 keV is 
only ^ 4 %  of the observed photopcak intensity a t SOkeV and is not expected to bo 
resolved in the spectrum. The relatively strong pijak at 100 keV in the coincidence 
spectrum observed in the present work and that Sengupta et al. (1959) is, there­
fore, not explained. I t  may presumably arise as f  result of the contribution from
(a) the Compton scattering of the 134 keV quanti* from one crystal to the other,
(b) the escape of the Iodine K X-rays from one ^ y s ta r to  the other and (c) the 
neighbouring peak at the SOkeV. The presence; of interfering coincidences duo 
to (a) is directly confirmed by us by taking a source and observing that false 
coincidences are produced by Compton scattering of its 142 keV gamma ray at the 
same channel settings as in the actual experiment.
I t  is clear that with the two counters mutually shielded from each other, 
the actual number of 34-100 keV coincidences would indeed be exreniely small 
because of the veiy weak intensity of the 100 keV transition. Consequently, 
these would not be resolved in the coincidence spectrum in the presence of the 
strong neighbouring peak at 80 keV.
The directional correlation of the 34-100 keV cascade has been measured by 
Bhattacharyya and Shastry (1963) who seem to hav(  ^ observed a measurable 
area under the 100 keV^  peak in the coincidence spectrum of the Pr K X-rays. 
The com*lation function obtained by- them is
W{6) -r= 1 -(0.226.1^0.030) /^y)+(0.018±0.030) T\(cob0). ( 1)
The directional correlation measurement carried out by us for this cascade also 
showed an A 2 value f—(0.270±0.038)] comparable to the above f—(0.226±0.030)]. 
The theoretical values of the expansion coefficients A 2 and for the 1(M1)2(E2)0 
cascade are —0.250 and 0, respectively. These directional correlation results, 
therefore, apparently support a 0- spin assignment to the Pr^^  ^ ground state 
and an E2 multipolarity of the 100 keV transition. Both these measurements, 
however, have been made without correcting for the various contributions to the 
coincidence counts as explained above. I t  is, therefore, difficult to attach any 
significance to these measurements, as the results obtained may arise almost 
entirely from the spurious coincidences expected in this energy region. We 
would rather conclude that a reliable measurement of the directional com^Iation 
of the 34-100 keV cascade is not feasible and thus nothing definite can be said about 
the multipole character of the 100 keV transition from this directional correla­
tion 6X{>erin:ient,
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( !  A  MM A-(^  A AFM A D I R E C T I O N A L  C O R K E I. A T I O N O F
T H K  54-80 C  A S C A T3 E
double^ the \'(dtage ^^ain to allow adequate separation betw'een the 
various gcanmia rays, the observed gamma spe(da‘um coincident with the 7-8O 
is n^prodiicod in Fig. 4 The estirnat(‘d shape of the 5 i keV gamma line is also 
indicated by the dashetl lim* in this figure. The broadening of the K X-rays 
photopeak on its higher (mergy side s(‘ems to indicate the contribution of Compton 
scattering of ihe Jo4keV quanta.
For measuring tlu‘ dirt'clional eori'clation of the 54-80 keV cascade, one of 
the spe(4rom(‘feis was sH on tlu^ lower half of the 80 keV photoy3(\ak and the other 
on tlie liigii f'nergy sid(‘ of th(' 51 leV peak, as obtained in the coincidence spec- 
Irmn of* Fig. 4. 'Hif* >vindows thus sek^cted are intended to suppress almost
PULSE HEIGHT
Fi^ . t. G imrni my spoctrum iti i-Hnciileuoo with tho 80 koV photi^poak.
completely the elfeot of Compton scatteting of the 134 kcA' cpianta. The inter- 
ferenw from the neighbouring Fr K X-ray. peak (Fig, 4) is thereby also eliminated. 
A test coim ulence measurement .-arried out n ith a Cei«_„oure,e at these window
Hottings proved tlu> ellectiveness of protection against, the spurious coincidences 
Clue to Compton scatte.ring.
The data w'cro eollecled at 90 ,^ 135 180’ ‘’‘>5” onH 97n^ vu x x .li. , , , „ , ana ^70 wuth respect to the
cJ L  I T Z " !  r <«»«•cents, afte, eouectmg (or finite, angular resolution, are :
^2 — -0.168^^0.030, Af 0.022-^0.077. ... (2)
(■ ahlishod as l‘- from V e ' l v i f  ea*
ul. 1963). We also W t l tcoption of y.,59 an j | ^  gamma transitions in Pr^*, with the ex-
As explained earlier the ground i ^^ a^n 1% E2 admixture,
posable spin ae,ueno!^ ,7
E2 admixture in both the 54 and the 80k '^ 1 %the 80 keV transitions, the probable limits of
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the expansion coefficient computed theoretically, corresponding to the
three possible spin sequences are as follows :
(i) l(D ,Q )l{D )0 ^
(ii)
(iii) l ( A e ) 2(A Q )l-
-0 .3 7  <  A , <  -0 .08 , 
+0.016 <  <  +0.28, 
+0.09 <  A2 4  +0.36.
where /) and Q denote the dipole and qnadrupole contents in a transition. The 
expi rimcntal A .j^  —(0.168+0.030) value, obtained by us, is only consistent 
with the spin sequcjice (i) and provides a most convincing evidence fora 0 “ ground 
s ta te  spin assignment of Conclusions driwn earlier by Zuk et aL (1963)
from the directional correlation measurement df this cascade also fabour a 0~ 
spin assignment. Their experimental value Aq ^  —(0.102 +  0.020) is also com­
patible only with the spin sequence (i).
C O N C L U S I O N
Tt is thus possible to make an independent check of the ground state spin 
assignment of Pr^ '^^  from the gamma-gamma directional correlation of the 54-80 keV 
cascade only. The 34-100 keV cascade leads to inconclusive results. Also 
the contradiction existing in the gamma ray spectrum in coincidence with the 
Pr K X-ray observed by Geiger et aL (1961) and by Sengupta et al. (1959) is ex­
plained.
Geigoi* et al. have tried to explain the 0~ ground state spin of on the 
theoretical gi'ounds. Although the situation is quite complex in odd-odd nuclei, 
tliey hav(‘ proposed an interpretation on the unified model in terms of the intrinsic 
odd nucleon level assignments of Mottelson and Nilsson, which seems to account 
at least qualitatively for the said ground state spin assignment.
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